2009 Convention Awards

Isabel Sparks President’s Awards

Convention Awards for Works Best Representing the Convention Theme of Reflections

Jessica Soine ($150)
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire (MW)
Theta Zeta chapter

April C. Honaker ($150)
Louisiana Tech University (S)
Rho Gamma chapter

Convention Awards for Poetry

1st Place
Maia Elgin ( $500)
Luther College, IA (MW)
Alpha Beta Xi chapter

3rd Place
Brianna Lichtnauer ($150)
Baker University, KS (HP)
Epsilon Sigma chapter

2nd Place
Ashley Sims ($300)
Baker University, KS (HP)
Epsilon Sigma chapter

Honorable Mention
Jillian M. Phillips ($75)
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire (MW)
Theta Zeta chapter

Convention Awards for World, British Literature, or Critical Theory Essays

1st Place
Kathleen Hynes ($500)
College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha chapter

3rd Place
Dan Kenzie ($150)
Western Michigan University (MW)
Alpha Nu Pi chapter

2nd Place
Tamara Moellenberg ($300)
Azusa Pacific University, CA (FW)
Alpha Epsilon Tau chapter

Honorable Mention
Amanda Utzman ($75)
Southern Utah University (FW)
Alpha Eta Nu chapter

Convention Awards for American Literature and Film Critical Essays

1st Place
Kimberly Anderson ($500)
St. Norbert College, WI (MW)
Alpha Tau chapter

3rd Place
Catherine Docken ($150)
Luther College, IA (MW)
Alpha Beta Xi chapter

2nd Place
Hannah Palmer ($300)
Samford University, AL (S)
Zeta Theta chapter

Honorable Mention
Penelope Ingram ($75)
Chapman University, CA (FW)
Alpha Zeta Iota chapter
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Convention Awards for Creative Nonfiction

1st Place
Jennifer Veilleux ($500)
Western Carolina University, NC (S)
Theta Sigma chapter

2nd Place
Alicia Ann Dallman ($300)
Nebraska Wesleyan University (HP)
Kappa Xi chapter

3rd Place
Josie Sawyer ($150)
Furman University, NC (S)
Alpha Eta Eta chapter

Honorable Mention
Renee E. Wolfhope ($75)
Franklin Pierce University, NH (E)
Iota Omega chapter

Convention Awards for Original Fiction

1st Place
Parker White ($500)
University of Alabama (S)
Phi Xi chapter

2nd Place
Caitlin Murphree ($300)
Samford University, AL (S)
Zeta Theta chapter

3rd Place
Tracey Swan ($150)
Chapman University, CA (FW)
Alpha Zeta Iota chapter

Honorable Mention
Ashley D. Saari ($75)
Franklin Pierce University, NH (E)
Iota Omega chapter

Other Convention Awards

Essays on Convention Theme

Krista Baddour ($100)
Ohio University (E)
Alpha Theta Phi chapter

Esther Prokopienko ($100)
College of St. Rose, NY (E)
Beta Phi chapter

Jennifer Leigh Richard-Clarke ($100)
Lamar University, TX (SW)
Gamma Nu chapter